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Water ingress into a casein film quantified using time-resolved 

neutron imaging 
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The migration of water into a casein film was probed with neutron radiography. From the neutron transmission images, 

the evolution of the water saturation profiles was extracted. The results indicate that the water influx is dominated by 

imbibition but also contains a diffusional component. The time dependence of the water ingress was quantified using a 

diffusion-like equation previously also applied to imbibition. A water transport coefficient D = 0.9 x 10
-9

 m
2
/s was found. 

This value and direct observation of the images indicate that the time taken for a typical adhesive casein-based layer to 

become saturated with water is of the order of hours. 

1. Introduction 

Casein proteins are a major component of milk. In aqueous 

solution they form casein micelles with a diameter of about 

100 – 300 nm. Casein micelles are unique biocolloids of 

calcium, phosphate, and casein proteins. They not only play an 

important biological role in stabilizing the colloidal form of 

calcium phosphate in milk
1
 but are also used in non-food 

applications such as adhesives, binders and protective 

coatings.
2, 3

 Currently, aqueous mixtures of casein and alkaline 

materials such as lime are used to glue furniture, size canvas, 

and bind paint pigment. Furthermore, casein is widely 

employed as an adhesive for labeling glass bottles and other 

containers because casein-based adhesives provide superior 

mechanical stability over a broad range of humidities at 

temperatures between 2 and 40 °C. 

The water molecules associated with the casein micelles are 

divided into different classes.
4
 Usually, because of their strong 

association with the protein molecules, both the water 

molecules directly involved in the stabilization of the protein 

structure (structural water) and those which form a 

dynamically oriented monolayer with restricted motion 

(hydration water) are considered as bound water. By contrast, 

the hydrodynamic hydration water, which moves with the 

protein, while it is diffusing through the aqueous solution and 

which can exchange with the bound water, is referred to as 

“free” water. Various techniques have been applied to 

investigate the structure, mobility, extent, and modes of 

associated water molecules in different casein-based 

materials.
5-10

 

Because casein proteins do not denature in the dry form, 

preparation of thin casein films similar to those used as 

adhesive films is possible.
11-14

 These can be prepared by bulk 

or spin casting from aqueous solution. Metwalli et al.
15

 

investigated the time-evolution of water uptake by thin (1.42 

µm thick) casein films in a water-vapor atmosphere using time-

resolved grazing incidence small-angle neutron scattering 

(GISANS). The initially dry casein film, spin-coated onto silica, 

was exposed to water vapor at 30  °C. These thin films reached 

an equilibrated hydrated state after 11 min with a total 

content of 0.36 g water/g protein. Moreover, from this study 

information on the structural reorganization of casein micelles 

with respect to their size and size-distribution upon swelling 

after contact with water vapor was obtained. The size of the 

aggregates in a film depends not only on the size of the 

individual micelles but also on interactions between the 

micelles and with the casting surface as well as on subsequent 

treatment.
11

 

In adhesive applications, films are used that are typically 

thicker than the 1-2 µm films required for GISANS and thus, 

water penetration on the macroscopic level is of prime 

interest. Hence, in the present investigation, we study the 

time-evolution of water migration into “thick” (hundreds of 

micrometers) casein films sandwiched between two parallel 

plates. The films have a cylindrical geometry with the top and 

bottom faces of the film covered and thus not accessible to 

water. This geometry and the larger thickness mimics casein-

based adhesive films. Such films are mainly exposed to 

environmental moisture via their radial surfaces, for example, 

condensation water which forms when a bottle is removed 

from a cold storage and put to room temperature. 
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Water transport into a film can occur by different mechanisms. 

When a dry or partially filled porous structure is contacted 

with a liquid, imbibition, diffusion or a combination of both 

may cause the liquid to enter the structure. During imbibition, 

capillary forces cause a wetting fluid, for example water, to be 

drawn into the structure where it replaces the non-wetting 

medium initially present, for example air or oil. By contrast, 

concentration gradients result in diffusion. When two 

materials are contacted, the concentration gradient leads to 

mixing. Although imbibition and diffusion are very different on 

a microscopic level, on larger length scales there are 

similarities. For example, in both transport mechanisms the 

interface between the two regions widens with time and a 

square-root-of-time dependence of the characteristic 

processes is often observed.
16-19

 Frequently, similar 

mathematical relationships are found to apply to diffusion and 

imbibition (and, e.g., thermal conductivity) and their 

mathematical equivalence has been widely exploited.
16

 For 

example, two-dimensional diffusional transport into an 

infinitely long cylinder with constant concentration at the 

radial surface was described by the appropriate diffusion 

equations. For a cylinder of radius a, the water saturation S(r,t) 

as a function of radial position r, where r is measured from the 

radial surface of the cylinder, and time t is given by 
17

 

   

where J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind of zero 

and first order, respectively, zn are the roots of J0(zn) = 0 and D 

is the transport coefficient, which we take to be independent 

of time. When calculating the sum, considering the first 40 

terms (n = 1 … 40) is sufficient.
20

 Through integration, the total 

water saturation Stot(t) of the cylinder can be obtained as 

 

  

Hence, D can be obtained experimentally either through the 

water saturation profiles (Equation 1) or the total water 

saturation (Equation 2). Although based on the diffusion 

equation, these equations have been successfully applied to 

the imbibition of water into a cylindrical, initially oil-saturated 

porous material which has been brought in contact with pure 

water along its radial surface.
20

  

Concentration or saturation profiles S(r,t) can be obtained for 

a wide range of materials by neutron imaging. In principle, 

neutron imaging is a simple technique:
21

 The sample is 

irradiated by an almost parallel beam of neutrons and the 

neutron transmission resolved spatially. If these 

measurements are quantitatively analyzed, the evolution of 

the local composition of the sample can be determined and 

converted into time-dependent saturation profiles.
21-23

 Time-

resolved neutron imaging has proved to be a valuable tool to 

study the migration of hydrogenous fluids (e.g. H2O) into 

materials because of the strong neutron attenuation by the 

hydrogen nuclei.
24

 For instance, neutron radiography was used 

to investigate water penetration and water distribution in 

geological samples and building materials.
25, 26

 In addition, 

investigation of water transport in polymers
27

 and polymer 

electrolyte fuel cells was successfully conducted with neutron 

radiography techniques.
28

 

In the present investigation we focus on the use of neutron 

imaging to quantitatively investigate the ingress of water into 

casein films similar to those found in labeling applications. A 

better knowledge of the mechanisms and rates of moisture 

transport into adhesive films can improve our understanding 

of the impact of water on the mechanical stability and 

durability and, hence, the performance of adhesive films based 

on casein. 

2. Materials and Methods 

 
2.1 Sample 

The casein micelles were prepared from skim milk using the 

microfiltration/ultrafiltration diafiltration process.
29

 A gel 

consisting of 50 wt% casein micelles in heavy water (D2O) was 

prepared and cast on one part of an aluminum cell.
23

 After a 

few minutes, the cell was closed with the second part of the 

cell, which includes a spacer. The resulting film had a well-

defined thickness of 0.3 mm. The thickness ensures sufficient 

beam attenuation for images of reasonable quality to be 

recorded during the exposure times. At the same time it allows 

formation of a well-defined macroscopically reasonably 

'smooth' radial edge to result in a fairly sharp rise in the 

transmission. In the example discussed here, the radius of the 

resulting film was approximately 5.5 mm. In the sample cell, 

the disk-like film was initially surrounded by air. The casein film 

in the cell was heated to 50 °C for 30 min to dry the film and 

then kept at room temperature for 1 h before the neutron 

measurements were started and the film contacted with water 

(H2O). Two small holes in opposite sides of the cell served as 

inlet and outlet for water.
23

 During the measurements, the cell 

and hence the film was held vertically and temperature was 

recorded and found to be 26.5 ± 0.5 °C. A free-standing casein 

film could not be prepared because it was ‘sticking’ to the 

supporting solid surface. 

 

2.2 Characterizations of the casein film 

A dry casein film prepared in the cell was investigated using 

optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study the multi-length 

scale porosity of the dry film. As the aluminum cell was 

opened, the film was cleaved into two parts attaching to the 

aluminum plates. OM images with magnification of 10x were 

collected for the film using a Zeiss Axiotech 25H optical 

microscope. SEM images were acquired using a Zeiss Gemini 

NVision 40 (5kW, 3.0 mm working distance, 10 µm aperture). 

An Autoprobe CP (Vecco) AFM was used for the investigation 
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of the casein film surfaces on the nanoscale. All measurements 

were performed under air and at room temperature. Although 

several images were taken, only one typical image from each 

technique is presented. 

 

2.3 Time-resolved neutron imaging 

The neutron imaging experiment was performed using the 

instrument ANTARES at the research reactor Forschungs-

Neutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (MLZ) in Munich.
30

 At 

the reactor’s full power of 20 MW the neutron flux at the 

sample position is approximately 9 x 10
7
 neutrons/cm

2
/s for 

the chosen l/d = 400, where l is the collimator length and d the 

aperture diameter.
30

 After penetrating the sample, the 

neutrons strike a scintillator plate that subsequently emits a 

cascade of photons. The light produced by the scintillator plate 

is directed by a mirror to a CCD camera with 2048 x 2048 

pixels. With the set-up used, each pixel corresponds to 25 x 25 

µm
2
 in the sample plane. This is consistent with the spatial 

resolution given by the geometry of the instrument, L/(l/d) ≈ 

50 µm, with a sample to scintillator distance L = 20 mm. 

Neutron radiography images were collected over several hours 

with an acquisition time of 30 s per image. The individual 

measurement time represents a compromise between 

counting statistics and time resolution. For these experiments, 

30 s is sufficiently short for the observed propagation speed of 

the front and the used spatial resolution to prevent image 

'smearing'. While images were acquired, the film was 

contacted with light water (H2O), which was introduced 

through the lower hole. The time t at which the casein film was 

completely surrounded by water was defined as t = 0 s.  

To allow for a quantitative interpretation of the neutron 

images, the raw images, Iraw(x,y), were corrected for 

background noise, using a “dark” image Id(x,y) obtained with 

all shutters closed, as well as for beam and detector 

inhomogeneities, using an “open beam” image Iob(x,y) 

obtained with the sample removed from the beam. Where 

appropriate, spurious data points, such as bright spots caused 

by gamma radiation, were omitted. Furthermore, the images 

were normalized using the intensity Iref of a sample area of 

typically 30 x 30 pixels centered at (x0,y0), here representing 

pure water (H2O), to obtain the transmission of the sample 

relative to the transmission of water
21

: 

 

Subsequently, transmission profiles )()( rT rel
 were obtained 

by azimuthally averaging. Due to the rough and not perfectly 

circular shape of the casein film’s rim, the averaging procedure 

can lead to a smoothening of the interface and hence some 

parts of the rim were disregarded. Finally, the relative 

transmission profile of the sample ),()( trT rel

s  and the 

relative transmissions of the initial, 
)(rel

iniT , and final, i.e. 

saturated, Tfin
(rel )

, casein film can be used to determine the 

water saturation profile S’(r,t) at intermediate times: 

 

During the finite measurement time, the film does not reach 

its final saturated state and hence S(r,t) does not reach 1. To 

account for this, a coefficient α is introduced; S(r,t) = S’(r,t)/α. 

The coefficient α is iteratively determined so that, using 

equation 2, a best-fit to the total water saturation Stot(t) at the 

end of the measurement is achieved. 

The transmission depends exponentially on the sample 

composition, in this case the water saturation. However, for 

the high transmissions observed in this experiment a linear 

approximation is valid within experimental uncertainties. 

Furthermore, the attenuation by water (H2O) is mainly due to 

incoherent scattering, which can severely affect the measured 

transmission, typically leading to an underestimated water 

content.
24, 31

 Due to the very small thickness of the sample, 

these effects are negligible, as can be seen from the sharp 

image of the reservoir edge towards the sample cell and is 

expected from previous studies.
24, 31

 In addition, this allows us 

to move the detector close to the sample (L = 20 mm) and 

hence obtain a better spatial resolution. 

To account for the geometrical imperfections of the sample 

rim and the finite time required for water injection, we define 

r = 0 mm slightly inside the casein film, about 0.25 mm from 

the film-water interface. Thus, the effective radius of the film 

is a = 5.25 mm. At r = 0, the water saturation was set to S(r = 0, 

t) = 1. The lower limit of the water saturation is given by the 

initial saturation of the sample and defined as S(0 < r ≤ a, t = 0) 

= 0. For the analysis approach used, the absolute water 

contents are not required. It would be possible to determine 

these if the experimental neutron attenuation coefficients of 

casein and water or casein content of the initial film would be 

known. However, these could not be determined 

independently because the values depend on the precise state 

of the film, which is sensitive to preparation details.  

3. Results and discussion 

The casein film structure is imaged on several length scales 

with optical microscopy (OM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Since the casein film 

is made up of casein micelles it shows a hierarchical porous 

structure with pores on a broad range of length scales (Fig. 1). 
)3(
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Fig. 1 (a) OM, (b) SEM, (c) AFM images of the casein film indicating the 

porous nature of the film at different length scales. 
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A typical series of neutron images obtained during water 

ingress into thick (hundreds of micrometers) casein films is 

shown in Fig. 2. In addition, to emphasize the water ingress 

into the casein film, a series of images divided by the image at 

t = 0 are shown in Fig. 3. Initially, the casein film is located in 

the center of the sample cell and surrounded by air (Fig. 2a). 

When the air is replaced by water (H2O), the area surrounding 

the film appears darker because of the larger neutron 

attenuation of H2O with respect to air (and D2O) reduces the 

neutron transmission (Fig. 2b). Careful inspection of 

subsequent images reveals that the image of the casein film 

becomes darker, starting from the edge of the casein film and 

moving towards its center. This reflects the ingress of water 

into the sample (Fig. 2c-f, 3a-f). Initially, only the edge of the 

sample has darkened (0.5 h, Fig. 2d, 3c). Within 1 h, the 

transmission at the center of the sample has also been 

reduced (Fig. 2e, 3d). Throughout, the interface between the 

lighter and darker regions is poorly defined, suggesting a broad 

transition. After 1.5 h, the water saturation within the film 

appears to be almost homogeneous (Fig. 2f, 3e). During the 

whole process, no significant swelling of the film is observed. 

In addition to the water migration behavior, neutron 

radiography reveals large (≳ 100 µm), highly transparent areas 

in the casein film (Fig. 2). They become more obvious with 

time due to their increased contrast with the progressively 

H2O-saturated casein. Their high transmission suggests that 

they represent trapped air or D2O, i.e. they are macroscopic 

pockets in the casein film. As the pockets do not appear to 

move or change with time they are not expected to interfere 

with the water ingress. Apart from these pockets, the film 

appears homogenous. The slight graininess of the image is 

attributed to statistical fluctuations caused by the limited 

measurement time required to achieve the necessary time 

resolution in this kinetic study. 

Profiles of the transmission normalized to H2O, ),()( trT rel

s , 

are extracted from the images for different elapsed times (Fig. 

4). The transmission of the initial casein film 

( 1)0,()( >=trT rel

s
) is higher than that of H2O (TH2O

(rel )=1) and 

of pure casein. This is consistent with the presence of heavy 

water (D2O) and air filled mesoscopic voids in the film. The 

transmission of the casein film decreases with time which 

corresponds to the darkening in the images and indicates an 

increase of the water (H2O) content (Fig. 2). Water flux into the 

casein film continues for over an hour. This is much longer 

than the 11 min taken to attain saturation in the GISANS 

experiments 
15

 and is due to the different contact areas with 

respect to the volumes: In the GISANS experiments, the full 

top surface of a very short cylinder (top surface of a 1.42 µm 

thick film) was in contact with water (vapor), while in the 

present neutron imaging experiments, water enters only 

Fig. 2 Neutron transmission images during water migration into a 0.3 mm thick 

casein micelle film which is located in the center of an aluminum cell. (a) Initially the 

film is surrounded by air. (b-f) Water migration into the film at times t = 0, 1200, 

1800, 3600, and 5400 s. The scale bar corresponds to 5 mm. 

Fig. 4 Azimuthally averaged relative transmission profiles T
(rel)

(r) as a function of the 

distance from the rim of the film, r. They are calculated from the neutron images of 

the casein micelle film at different times after contact with water, t = 0, 300, 600, 

1200, 1800, 3600, 5400, 8010 s (top to bottom). 

 

Fig. 3 Normalized neutron transmission images during water migration into a 0.3 mm 

thick casein micelle film at times t = 600, 1200, 1800, 3600, 5400 and 8010 s divided 

by the image at t = 0. The scale bar corresponds to 5 mm. 
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through the radial surface of the cylinder, which in addition 

has a relatively large radius a = 5.25 mm. 

Based on the transmission profiles, the water saturation 

profiles S(r,t) are obtained (Equation 4). The profiles decay 

from the wet radial surface of the casein film, which was set to 

S(r = 0, t) = 1, to the center of the casein, which was initially set 

to S(r = a, t = 0) = 0 (Materials & Methods). The interface is 

seen to widen with time (Fig. 5). After approximately 0.5 h the 

water has reached the center of the film and after about 2.2 h 

the water saturation at the center has increased to about 0.65. 

The profiles provide more detailed and in particular 

quantitative information than the visual inspection of the 

images. For example, they reveal that at this time the water 

distribution is not yet homogeneous as is perhaps suggested 

by a visual examination of the image (Fig. 2f). 

To quantify the increase in total water content, the amount of 

water in the whole film is determined as a function of time by 

summing the water saturation over the sample area (Fig. 6). 

After a fast initial increase in total water saturation Stot(t), a 

gradual saturation is observed at longer times. The time 

required to reach saturation depends on the size of the film 

(Eq. 2). Since adhesive labels are usually larger than the film 

investigated here, in practical applications the time required 

for the adhesive layer to approach complete water saturation 

is expected to be significantly longer than 2 h. 

We now attempt a quantitative interpretation of the results in 

terms of imbibition and/or diffusion. If the initial film 

contained only bound water, the “dry” film represented a 

porous structure consisting of casein with its tightly bound 

water and air-filled voids. In this situation, water ingress 

proceeds through spontaneous imbibition and a transport 

coefficient D can be determined via either equation 1 or 2. In 

the other limiting case, i.e. if the film was initially completely 

saturated with water (D2O) when contacted with light water 

(H2O), diffusion would lead to an exchange between D2O and 

H2O. This diffusion process can also be described by equations 

1 and 2 and a diffusion coefficient D can be obtained. These 

two scenarios represent the limiting cases. In any case, gravity 

can be neglected as the hydrostatic pressure is much lower 

than the capillary pressure in the small pores and gravity does 

also not affect the diffusion of water. From trial experiments, it 

is known that fully water saturated films of this geometry are 

unstable and flow under their own weight when placed in a 

vertical position. As a consequence, we exclude this limiting 

case from our considerations. On the other hand, due to the 

drying method (Materials & Methods), we do not expect to 

remove all the bulk water from the sample. Because the initial 

water content depends on sample preparation details, it 

cannot be determined from neutron images for these casein 

films (Materials & Methods). In our experiments, the initial 

Fig. 7 (Color online) Schematic illustration of water ingress occurring via a combination 

of imbibition and diffusion. (a) Initially, voids [white] are present between the casein 

aggregates (with their bound water) [green] which are surrounded by a layer of “free” 

water (D2O) [yellow]. In reality, the thickness of this layer is not necessarily 

homogenous and the aggregates not spherical. (b) Water (H2O) [red] imbibes into the 

voids in the sample and (c) mixes via diffusion with the layer of water (D2O) already 

present resulting in a homogeneous H2O-D2O mixture [orange] filling the voids. 

 

Fig. 5 Azimuthally averaged water saturation profile S(r,t) as a function of the 

distance from the rim of the film, r, at different times after contact with water, t = 

600, 1200, 1800, 3600, 5400 s (bottom to top). The solid lines are fits based on 

equation 1. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Total water saturation Stot(t) of the casein micelle film as a function of 

time t after contact with water. The line is a fit based on equation 2. 
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film has been most likely partially saturated. In this 

intermediate situation, water (H2O) is expected to flow into 

the voids (Fig. 1) by imbibition and simultaneously mix by 

diffusion with the D2O initially present (Fig. 7). The diffusional 

exchange occurs on a microscopic length scale, of the order of 

the casein micelles (100 – 300 nm), and hence currently 

cannot be resolved by neutron imaging. Thus, although a 

combination of imbibition and diffusion is expected, it is 

anticipated that imbibition initially dominates and diffusion 

cannot be resolved. A partially saturated film will swell until 

osmotic pressure differences between it and the solvent are 

balanced. It may be expected that this effect will only be 

observed once the voids have been completely filled. Our 

experiments show that the casein film did not significantly 

change its size during the first about 1.5 h but that its edge 

then tended to soften and change shape slightly (Fig. 2f). This 

further suggests a combination of imbibition and diffusion 

processes. 

By focusing on the mesoscopic rather than the microscopic 

level, both imbibition and diffusion can be described by the 

same equations (Equations 1 and 2). In the sample geometry 

used, the film had a cylindrical shape with its radial surface in 

contact with water while the top and bottom faces were 

inaccessible to water. Thus, equation 1 is fitted to the water 

saturation profiles S(r, t) (Fig. 5). From equation 1 the fit of 

S(r,t) as a function of radius r provides time independent D 

values. The data appear to be well-described and a transport 

coefficient D could be extracted, D = 0.92 (± 0.15) x 10
-9

 m
2
/s. 

Using the extracted D value in equation 2 enables a good fit to 

the total water saturation Stot(t) (Fig. 6) and yields a coefficient 

α = 1.075, meaning that the film had reached about 93% of its 

full saturation state after the total measurement time of 8010 

s. 

In casein solutions and gels, it has been shown that the self-

diffusion coefficient of water decreases with increasing casein 

concentration from 2.3 x 10
-9

 m
2
/s for pure water to 1.4 x 10

-9
 

m
2
/s for solutions with 0.23 g casein/g water.

6
 Our value is 

consistent with a higher casein content in the film. However, a 

quantitative comparison is not possible due to the different 

physical states considered, namely a ‘dry’ porous film and 

casein solutions, respectively. To our knowledge no values 

describing the mesoscopic transport of water in casein films 

are available in the literature. 

Conclusions 

Neutron imaging has been used to determine the time-

evolution of the water saturation profile in a casein film after 

contact with water. The casein film was confined between two 

parallel plates, which rendered the faces of the film 

inaccessible to water so that water migration into the film only 

occurred via the small radial film surface. Thus, the film can be 

treated as an infinite cylinder. Our results suggest that water 

migration into the casein film can be quantitatively described 

by equations which have been applied not only to diffusion but 

also imbibition. A fit of these equations yielded a consistent 

water transport coefficient, D ≈ 0.9 x 10
-9

 m
2
/s. We expect 

imbibition to be the dominant mechanism of water ingress 

into casein films, but propose that diffusion between bulk 

water, the imbibed water and that already initially associated 

with the casein will also occur. 

With respect to applications, such as paper labels glued to 

glass bottles, water ingress is a relatively slow process (hours), 

which is less critical since no long term stability is required. In 

contrast, in case of durable adhesive connections based on 

caseins, they will seriously suffer from water ingression. This 

can be retarded by inclusion of additives. 
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